Finding a good PC Repair company in Chichester

Find a good quality PC Repair Company in Chichester can be a minefield. How do you know the company you choose is reputable and is going to do a good job without over charging you? Bluefish Computer Service is a Chichester PC Repair company and these pointers in this guide we have produced should help you choose.

- Recommendations are important; do you know someone in Chichester that has had a good experience with a PC repair company? You might want to choose a company that comes with a good friend’s recommendation.
- Look for reviews on the Internet; if a company is getting good reviews for their computer / PC services then you should consider them.
- Do they have a local Trading Standards membership? If they do you can be sure they have been vetted to make sure they are a credible company.
- Ask to see the company’s insurance certificate.
- Does the company have a physical location in Chichester? I would be concerned if you had to send your PC away.
- Can the company give you an estimate? I would be concerned if they could not as who knows what they could charge once the repair was completed.

Before you visit a company make sure you write down all the problems you would like resolving or any other work you need completing. Make sure the company gives you a receipt and always test the repairs once the work has been completed. A reputable computer repair company should always give you a guarantee on any repair work completed.

Hopefully if you take all the pointers above and apply them you can be sure you are on the correct path to finding a good PC Repair company and you won’t get ripped off.

This guide was produced by Bluefish Computer Services. Our details are:

Bluefish Computer Services
36 Stockbridge Gardens
Chichester
PO19 8QT
01243 216313
http://www.computerrepairchichester.co.uk